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Revolutionize your pool cleaning with Aiper's Scuba E1.
Boasting a powerful tri-motor system for improved
performance, it also features a premium silicone roller
brush and innovative dual-stage filtration to capture the
tiniest debris. Enjoy effortless operation with one-click
activation and protect your pool with its anti-collision
bumpers. Experience unparalleled ease and efficiency in
maintaining pools up to 100 m².

Three-motor system that improves cleaning performance.
The Scuba E1 utilises a three-motor system that provides more power, greater mobility and more cleaning capabilities
than other robotic pool cleaners in its class.

The floor roller brush ensures thorough pool cleaning.
The Scuba E1 combines several functions for first-class cleaning. Its premium silicone brush scrubs the pool floor and
channels dirt into a sophisticated filtration system that outperforms comparable devices.

Dual filtration captures even the smallest pool debris
The industry's first two-stage filtration system designed specifically for above ground pools. In addition to cleaning
debris such as leaves and twigs, the replaceable two-stage filter requires minimal cleaning.

One-click activation for easy use
Click and forget. Cleaning is now very easy - just press a button and watch it clean.

Bumper protection protects your pool and your device
As the Scuba E1 travels across the bottom of your pool, anti-collision bumpers around the device protect it and your
pool from accidental damage and ensure that your pool is always in top condition.

Best pool robot for above ground pools
The Scuba E1 offers an unrivalled cleaning experience for above-ground pools up to 100 m²

What's in the box

    •  Scuba E1
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    •  Charger
    •  User Manual
    •  Retrieval Hook

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 6975140315656

Manufacturer number: X3-EU

Product weight: 6.0 kilograms
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